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Abstract. It is shown that partial differential equations of Hamiltonian type admit
global solutions in time if (a) the initial data is near equilibrium (or the coupling constant
is small) (b) the linear terms have positive energy and (c) the non-linear terms are smooth
functions in the topology of the linearized energy norm. The non-linear terms need not have
positive energy. The result is applied to non-linear wave equations in which the interaction
energy is not necessarily positive.

1. Introduction

Our purpose is to give a simple technique for proving global existence
of solutions for Hamiltonian systems in which the energy is not necessarily
positive. Despite the trivial appearance of the theorem, it is applicable
to non-linear wave equations in which case we can remove the positivity
assumption on the energy which is commonly made. While our results
are not as deep as those of other authors; cf. Chadam [1], they have the
advantage of extreme simplicity. The methods will be applied elsewhere
to study global solutions of the Einstein equations in general relativity
cf. [3].

2. Abstract Theorem

To avoid a lot of notation concerning symplectic structures, we shall
just introduce Hamiltonian systems in a special form suitable for our
present purposes cf. [2].

Let H be a (real) Hubert space and A an (unbounded) skew adjoint
operator on H . Thus A generates a one parameter group of isometries
onM. Let V : 1H —•IR be a smooth function and suppose:

K(0) = 0, DV(0) = 09 D2V{0) = 0

where DV(0) is the derivative of V at 0. (Actually we require only V
defined on DA, the domain of A)
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Suppose J :JH->M is a smooth map such that the following hold:
(a) DV(u) Άυ= — (Ju, v) for ueM, ve DA and
(b) DV{u) Ju = 0.
As is simple and well-known (Segal [4]), the non-linear operator

X(u) = A-uΛ- J(u) generates a local non-linear flow; i.e. classical solutions
in DA of

du
— = X(u\ w(0) e DA prescribed (1)

exist for small ί-intervals and are unique. Moreover, it is easy to check
that the energy

H{) $(u,u> + V{u) (2)

is conserned by these solutions.

Theorem. Under the above assumptions, there is an ε > 0 such that
tf \\uo II < ε5 the solution of(\) is defined and is unique for all t e 1R. Moreover,
u(ή=O(l)for all ί e R

Proof. Since H(u) has a non-degenerate critical point at 0 and D2 H(0)
is the inner product on IH, it follows from Taylor's theorem that on
some neighborhood of O e H we have M1 \\u\\2 ^H{u)^M2\\u\\2 for
constants Mx and M2. Thus by conservation of energy, the origin is
stable, so an integral curve remains a priori in a small neighborhood of 0.
The local existence theory then gives the result. Q.E.D.

3. Application

Consider on IRW the non-linear wave equation

P2rh

- = V2φ — m2φ — otφp, p an integer ^ 2 , α e l R , m ^ 0 (3)c t

dx- W e

t a k e H = l ί 1 x L 2 where H1 is the Sobolev space. In dimension 2 all the
assumptions are satisfied for any p, α while in dimension 3 we require
p = 2, 3 or 4 (see Segal [4]). Thus we conclude that Eq. (3) has under
these conditions, unique global solutions if φ, φ is initially small enough.
If α > 0 and p is odd the initial data need not be small because V ^ 0 in
that case.

This method can also be applied to coupled systems for which the
linearized energy is positive definite.
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